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Browser Information Leakage

As you surf the internet you leak lots of 
information about yourself

Try heading to http://ha.ckers.org/mr-t and 
seeing precisely what information can be 
gleamed about you!!
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Browser Performance
Accessing pages across the internet is 
expensive

makes sense to cache pages on local 
machine (but which ones?)

time page is cached for determined by 
Expires header in HTTP response

Cache is a database of pages downloaded

need to maintain a contents index
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Browser State
HTTP is a stateless protocol

In order to simulate stateful behavior we 
need some form of client-side persistent 
storage

embedded URL strings

cookies

flash cookies

client-side databases! larger storage
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Other Browser Goodies
History allows us to keep an index of visited 
pages (and to colour URLs appropriately!)

Downloaded files often have a default storage 
location

on OS X persistent metatags can also show 
where file came from!!

What about bookmarks or favorites?

What about form autofilling or password 
saving?
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Cache/Cookie Analysis
We can use tools such as:

Mandiant Web Historian; Pasco; NetAnalysis; 
or FTK

Output is typically in CSV or Excel format

Cookies can be examined using:

Galleta

SOLReader and Flash Settings Manager
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Local_Shared_Object 

http://www.macromedia.com/support/documentation/en/flashplayer/
help/settings_manager07.html 
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Browser Demographics

By utilizing data at sites such as the Quancast 
Top 10,000 Sites, you can determine 
(scientifically) something about the potential 
users of the browser data you are analyzing

for a quick example online analysis try:
http://mikeonads.com/2008/07/13/using-your-browser-url-history-

estimate-gender/
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Bad Browser Forensics

Need to take great care with what we infer 
from analysing browser data

read the Julia Amero Case (see module web 
page)

read about Operation Avalanche and Ore
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/

Operation_Avalanche_(child_pornography_crackdown)

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Ore
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